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MORPHOLOGY 
4. There are neither class nor gender categories in Svan, however, the category of 
human-non-human is distinctly represented. Inflection is according to number, case, 
persons, inclusiveness-exclusiveness (in verbs and possessive pronouns). The latter 
is an exceptional property of Svan since the supposed relic in O. Georgian (1 PLo m-
in verbs) is rather problematical. 
4.1.1. Personal pronouns are indeclinable in Kartve1ian. 
In Svan they are: 
I SG. mi, 2 SG. si, I PLo nij, 2 PLo sgij. 
For the 3rd person demonstratives eJo, L. B. eji, jej "that, he", ala, i.. B. al; "this, 
he" are used. 
4.1.2. Svan possessive pronouns are: 
I SG. milgu 11 milgwi, I PLo EXC. nilgweij), L. B. nug(w)e, 
1 PLo INC. gu§gwe(j), L. B. gu§g(w)e, 
2 SG. isgu 11 isgwi, 2 PLo isgwSG), L. B. isg(w)e. 
Their dative ends in -(w la, the other case-forms are rare and follow the 2nd (ERG) 
and the 3rd (INST) types of declension (see further). 
For the 3rd·person the corresponding genitive forms are used: 
3 SG. mia, 3 PLo mine(l) 11 e!jire(I). 
4.2. In a synchronical description there is no necessity to classify declensional types 
according to their origin (P a I m a i t i s, 1979). The mixed synchronic..:iiachronic 
classification of T h. S h a r a d zen i d z e (l9SS, 1961) is inconvenient as it does 
not really cover all the types (T h. S h a r a d zen i d z e distinguishes five types). 
The following classification takes into account, if not all, at least the main variations 
in case building. It is based on the differentiation between pronominal, adjective and 
substantive declension and on the form of the genitive case in the latter. Eight types 
are in the sigular, the eighth being the only type in the plural. Besides, the first five 
types are more or less "artronal", i. e. they have an ancient article am-, a declined 
indirect stem of the demonstrative "this" (cf. O. Georgian NOM. 1pzci ese "this 
man", ERG. ~C11IQn aman, DAT. ~csa ama&, GEN. 1pzcisa amis,. etc.) which is 
suffixed at least in one case-form. In the rust type (and occasionally in the second 
type's ergative) the non·(lIganic -n is incorporated before the "article" sufOxed. 
There are 6 cases in Svan: nominative/absolutive (NOM,fABS.), dative (OAT.), 
ergative (ERG.), transformative (TFM.), instrumental (INST.), and genitive (GEN.). 
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4.2.1.1. The fust (1) type of declension ill pronominal and is characterized by root 
suppletion, cf. am "this", eja uthat", ja "oneself", m4j "wbat",jir "who", mig "all": 
NOM/ABS. ala 
OAT. (arch.) aman, (innov.) amis 11 alas 
ERG. amnemd 
















ejas 11 mi~ 



























OAT. timBn is used only in fossilized and adverbialized expressions; TFM.linQr(d) 
means "for all". 
The type is especially interesting as it shows -la to be an alIomorph of the GEN. 
-if (cf. am·Il, not -amla < -amilll!, im.fa, i-IIl, mila='"mij.fa)-. 
The 'stem mJj- is suppletive: f/lm- +~. 
From the interrogative pronouns relative (with the suffixed -wij, e. g. NOM. jerwii, 
imwSj) and indefmite (with -wiile, e. g. NOM. imwale) pronouns are formed in which 
the first component (indirect stem) is indeclinable. Relatives 0. e. their second 
component) are declined according to the sixth (6) type, as for jerwa1e "somebody",. 
its declension is mixed: OAT. jerwila, ERG/TFM. jerwilim(d), INST. jerwiIoS(w)" 
GEN. jerwilimil (cp. further twetne 3, though ERG/TFM.!). 
4.2.1.2. The second (2) type is adjectival, cf. "ala "good". Some cardinal numerals, 
also belong to it: am "eight",aara "nine": 
NOM/ABS. xo~a 
OAT. xo~m 




°Cf. alJo ball" "of priest", 0111" "of Otars' clan" with .... specialized in the descripti ... mellling_: 
Thls testif ... to the primitive Kart ... 1ian bicasualism: 1) the plUHtem fonn with the a.yocalizedL 
ultima in binomial conditiom (0. GeoQlian absoJuti .... or nominative. dative. transConnatiYe witbi 
the later added .j/l. ". 4). 2) the fonn in 4 (0. GeoJgian gen. 4 .. (a). inst. ·l-r(4) with the meaninp: 
intercroSling as in dative and transCormative!). Svan ·Ia shOWl that • ... 1 (a). and not 4'1 (aJ. , .... 











Some adjectives (see further twetne) belong to the mixed 2/3 type. 
4.2.1.3. The third (3) type is characteristic of substantives and adjectives with the 
alternating vocalic stem-ending NOM/ABS. -e, -;, OAT., ERG/TFM. ~, the genitive 
ending being -lmiJ, e. g. m1ire "man", nagzi "week", twetne "white": 
NOM/ABS. mire nagzi twetne 
OAT. mira(s) nagza(s) twetoim 11 twetna(s) 
ERG/TFM. mirad nagzad twetnad 
INST. miro§IIm'iraW§ nagzolll nagzalw twetnim§ 11 twetnol 
GEN. mirSmiJ nagzeDlil twetnemiJ 
Adjectives often follow the second (2) type in the dative and instrumental cases, 
sporadically - in the ergative case as well (cp.jerwa1e above 4.2.1.1). 
Allomorphs of the dative case are a usual mishap in describing the Svan dep1ension. 
The point is that in the third type ~ is considered to be the allomorph, while in the 
fourth type (see further) it is -W, sometimes even called an exponent of the dative 
(8 h a r a d zen i d z e, 1961). Nobody takes into account the regular Kartvelian 
dative-exp~nent (the ending) -s which often occurs after the stem-ending (e. g. OAT. 
miirflS). According to the traditional view of the "mixed" character of Svan 
(A. Chi k 0 b a v a), only the sixth (6) type of the Svan declension (see further) 
is really Kartvelian ("Georgian") so that the appearance of -s is to be treated as an 
innovation from the "Georgian" type. Nevertheless no obstacles exist to see here 
an archaism. Nominative and dative are in fact cases of the simplest derivation in 
Svan though they differ one from another either by the stem-ending (mare - mam) 
or by the stem-vocalism (fey - l!alJw), while in the "Georgian" types (6, 7, 8) 
they differ only by the dative ending o1J (cf. further IIIIlq - lIIIlellsJ. Here is the reason 
for the dropping of oS in the fourth and in the fifth types: the bare dative stem is 
sufficient to be paradigmatically opposed to the nominative as well as to the other 
cases. -s is systemically redundant there so that the whole dative form is wen 
represented by the bare stem. Therefore neither -~ in the fourth type should be 
considered a dative allomorph (all the more - any morpheme!). 
The other five types are substantive in general although some adjectives and 
numerals also belong to them. 
4.2.1.4. The fourth (4) type has genitive in -em 11 -miJ (sporadically - in -imil in 
accordance with the third type) and is characterized by the alternating stem-
vocalism in the nominative and in the other cases and by -w appearing immediately 
after the root in all the non-nominative cases. The stem alternates e/a or a/a, cf. 
-fq "dog",jeru "two",qin "ox": 
°In many inJtances - a reault of the historical geoerallzing of the lIem-endinga ·w < .-i and 
.w/-u-_ Pa1maitil, 1979. 
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NOM/ABS. le., jeru qin 
DAT. lalw jarw qanw 
BRG. la.,wem jarwem qanwem 
TFM. iapd jarwd qanwd 
INST. !a'6wl jarwl qanwl 
GBN. !apem 11 jarwemll qanwemll 
ia-p(e)miJ jarw(e)miJ qanw(e)miJ 
The coincidence of the genitive fonn with the ergative one (la-,wem) is typical of 
the fourth (4) and the fifth (S) types. As for the genitive ending -miJ, it is accidentally 
possible almost everywhere, i. e. in the 6th type as well. 
4.2.1.5. The fifth (S) type hu genitive in ~m coinciding with ergative and it has all 
the other cue-endinga of the previous type although there is no -wafter the !;Oot here, 
while the alternations are eta (a/a), wI/u (= il/u), ita or the stem hu a and does not 
alternate, cf. semi "three", txwim ''head'', mif "sum", mal "wann": 
NOM/ADS. semi txwim mi! mat 
DAT.·· sam '1tum(s) mil! mil!(s) 
BRG/GBN. samem txumem mil!em mil!em 
TFM. samd txumd milld matd 
INST. samlw txumlw malwl mil!Jw 
Bxcept for the word semi, this type has disappeared in the living speech, the ancient 
forms having been fossilized in adverbs, only. Nowadays it is entirely substituted for 
by the sixth (6) type, the fifth type being represented only in folklore and in texts 
recorded from the deceued generation. 
4.2.1.6. The sixth, seventh and eighth types may be jokingly called Svan "indefinite 
gender" because there are no relics of the "article" -am- in them, the types being 
''Georgian'' (or ''Kartvelian'', using the wrong current tenn - all the types seem to 
be Kartve1ian, not "mixed" with Abkhaz-Adyghe u Conjectured from the times of 
N. Mar r). 
The aixth (6) type hu genitive in -11, or in .:fl while coalesced with the preceding 
stem-endings ~ or -I, ct. qlJn "ox", wisgw "apple", (LB) fIldel( "day", triiflU "piece", 
fllti "kinsman": 
NOM/ABS. qln wisgw lade., nieu niti 
DAT. qins, (arch.) qan(a)s wisgws lade,s nieus ntitis 
BRGrrFM. qlnd, (arch.) qan(a)d wisgwd lade,d nieud nitid 
INST. qanlw wisgwl lade'flw nieuwl nitiwl 
GBN. qiniJ wisgwil Ildli§ niewU natil 
°The ending -i i. epperently r .. tored due to the Georgian influence (Gear.mnU) since GeorgBn 
numorals ,ere widely uaod by the Svana - cC. the hybrid /ori "two" (Geor. ori) side by aide with 
the Svan /e,.. (the length, abent In je,.., mOWl/ori to be purely a Svan In .... liOD In accordance 
with Geor.orl). 
·one a.yocalized Item .... ding oC the pure-otem dative (sometimes with the lubequent .. ) 
is met in Colld"", texll: tJtumIIflJ, mala, ote. 
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As can be seen, the umlaut from the nununative IS generalized in the other cases 
in present-day speech (DAT. qiins, wisgws, not qans, usgws). The frequent absence 
of a-umlaut in the instrumental (qanfw, thoush wisgwJ, not usgwJ/) is not an archaism 
but the result of the non-palatal umlaut (2.1.2.2)8 _ a as e _ iI. 
It is not surprising, due to the "Georgian" character of this type, .. that most of 
the loan words get in it. This type also includes a lot of derivatives which tend to 
spread because of the Svan-Georgian bilinguism, 
4.2.1.7. The seventh (7) type is that of the a·stems with the historically short -ofl, 
mainly reduced to zero, or long -..j shortened. The type has genitive in .iiJ or in .s, 
both being a result of the coalescence of ·il with the preceding stem-ending, short 
or long, cf. kor ''house'', jihN "oak": . 
NOM/ABS. kor 3ihra 
DAY- kon, (arch.) koras 3ihras 
ERG/TFM. kord, (arch.) korad 3ihrad 
INST. kodw 3ihrawl 
GEN. koril ~iIui§ 
4.2.1.8. The eishth type has genitive in -eI or in .a similarly to "',.iJ of the 7th type 
and includes O-lltems (due to umlaut in the genitive), historical e-lltems (with the 
narrowed genitive ending .Qf > -eJ) and e-lltems, cf. lisdilQJ "dining", litre "drinking", 
woman name SaID: 
NOM/ABS. IiadiI8I litre Salo 
DAT. IisdilIIs litres Salos 
ERG/TFM. IisdiliId Iitred Salod 
INST. Iisdi1i1lw Iitrewl Salolw 
GEN. IisdilileJ litre! Salwe! 
4.2.1.9. Some irregular patterns are to be mentioned. 
Formally the words di "mother", Ii "hand" belong to the 7th or to the 8th type, 









did 11 dijem 
did 
diwl 
dijiJlI dije- (in compounds) 
Ii 
lis, (arch.) lan 
lid lllijeni 
lid, (arch.) led 
liwl, (arch.) hnJw 
IijUlllije-lI limi-
The archaic DAT. I.n, ERG. lad, INST. I.nlw point especially to the Sth type 
with the stem altemation ifa. 
ziij "year" is forma1ly of the 4th type but its genitive is either of the 6th or of the 
7th types: 
NOM/ABS. zij 






(arch.) zawem, (innov.) zija 
(arch.) zawd, (innov.) zijd 
(arch.) zaw§, (innov) zijwlll zijlw 
zawjU, L. B. zawilll (innov.) zijilll zijil 









L. D. gu(s), U. D. (innov.) gwis 
guwem 11 (innov.) gwid 
L. D. gud, U. D. (innov.) gwid 
guw§, (innov.) gwiwi 
L. D. guwem, U. B. gwimil 
Ancient forms have been conserved with verbs and in adverbial usage. 
The words '/Ierbet "God", pusd '10rd" ahow the stem suppletion: 
NOM/ADS. lerbet pusd 
. )AT. ~erbatw pusds 
l'FM. lerbatwd pusdd 
I:'ST. ~erbatlw pustl (phonetically) 
ERG. ~ertem pusdd 
GEN. llerti§ puma! (for pusn- cf. also 4.2.2.2) 
.. 
4.2.1.10. In the present-day speech only the tn' ... 6,7,8 are productive and tend to 
substitute for other types. Nevertheless some innovations of this kind are still being 
perceived as errors, e. g. the introduction of the genitive ending .a into the 3rd type: 
miire§ instead of miirimiJ. In this instance, however, the reason may be the strong 
position of the morpheme -(ejmif which in its turn tends to penetrate into other types 
as inherently Svan. 
4.2.2.1. In the plural the only 8th type is po~ible: 
NOM/ADS. e3jir xo~8i miril telir txumir 
DAT. e!!jirs IImins x~iIs mirils te)'irs txumirs 
ERGfTFM. e~jlirdllmind x~ild mirilld telird txumird 
INST. e~jarlwll mino! xo~il!w miriiiJw 2elarJw txumadw 
GEN. e~jareJ 11 mineJ xo~ileJ miriile§ fellreJ txumrel 
NOM/ADS. qaniir nalluwir nitijir koril 3ihriI 
DAT. qanlirs niilluwlirs nitijiirs koriils 3ihdls 
ERGfTFM. qanlird niilluwird nitijird korild SihriIld 
INST. qanadw nlilluwariw nitijarJw koraUw 3ihrilJw 
GEN. qanreJ niilluwareJ nitijare§ korlel 3ihri1e1 
The stem (but not necessarily in modem speech!) is noturnlau~ed in the plural: qiin-
qaniir (though qiiniir may be used as weU!), pwir-purdl, bepfw-Ixfllrir, wisgw-
usgiir. etc. 
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The plural morpheme -ir «-ire of the folklore-) changes to ~ in accordance with 
the rule 1.3.3 in U. Bal, in L Bal, however, -ir is generalized, e. g. puriT ':cows", except 
historical +stems having plural in -oL' mtlrol "men". U. B. ~, L. B. -01 seems to be 
a usual ending in the plural of the 3rd type, or of the 7th one in -11, cf. flllXe "sharp 
instnunent" - PL~, L. B. fIIlXol, abga "shoulder -bag" - abgQL 
4.1.1.1. Besides, there are peculiBr plural patterns in Svan. 
The suffix-il"is used only·in PL gnlfr of gezal"son". 
The pattem III-a (with the usual stem-reduction) is typical of kins.hip words, 
e. g. SG. udil "sister for her sister" - PLo lilwdilll, jemil "brother for his sister" -
IIIjmiIll, mu "father" - IllmuMU. 
In onOollyllable kinship words the suffix -IfITW is used, cf. the aame word mu - PLo 
mularw, or di "mother" - PLo dilarw. 
One1)'llable words with the stem-endings -11, -if fonn plural with the suff"lx -rii1: 
CJ(Q "nail" - PLo CJCiriil, re "eye" - titil (the ancient length restored). 
Descriptive nouns of peculiarities use the plural suffix -w, the sign -/ of these nouns 
being dropped: zob14i "eater" - zoblllw, L. B. f8dii "cup-bearer" - f:adirw. 
Some nouns form plural with. the suffix -aJu: pU3d "ord" - pusiujildu, meher 
"remote" - mehrijiidu. 
Verbal substantives with the prefix me- of the agentive meaning form plural with 
the suff"llles o{l or 4Iil, cf. mesgwre "sitting", "servant" from the verb II8gwre "to 
sit" - PL mesgwrDIo, me,et/ "remainer" (li8ed "to remain") - mesdil 11 mesdiila, 
mqwef "pursuer" (IiJWef) - mqwfa, mqrSJ "singer" (Ii.,al) - merriillz. It is the 
suffix -<Jl{u) of these and of the resultative, verbal substantives in L. Bal: mew!e 
"sleeping" - mewfolu, metwpe '1ost" - ·metwpol{u). 
4.1.3. In the plural the prefix m .. is dropped, thus in ethnonyms: muIwin "Svan-
man" -Jwan4r "'Svans", murwis "Russian"-naiL 
4.1A. In all the types of declension in U. Bal GEN. -I is dropped in the adjunctive 
usage if dete~dum precedes determinatumimmediately', cf. zagr-i-l i zagr-i ni&ga 
"between a ridge and a ridge", fwijrrfii mirol YrS. miTiJllwiniiJI "the sky of Svania". 
"DIis,f is always preserved in L. Bal: IwaIle'meroL 
In the 4th and the 5th types of declension without GEN. -I the form of the genitive 
adjunct ends either in oft with the following -m dropped (e. g. t:Jcume>--, or coincidea 
with the corresponding form of the 6th type (e. g. Iqi). This maintains new genitives 
of the 8th (txumel) and the 6th (Iq') types. In L. Bal the genitive adjunct in -em 
(txumem) is usual . 
., of the dative is always dropped before postpOlitions. 
4.1.5.1. SynchronicaUy ." {I are aUomorphs of the dative morpheme, and ..f, -I, .a. 
.fI, -If, .11, -la, -ifm, {e)mi, -(e)mi1 are allomorphs of the genitive morpheme. 
-E. g. /lQ1Iin "oxen ". The morpheme la connected with the collDctlvlty luffill ·Ia: 
.... / > .-lrij> .-111'" > 4r(e) (X 81 d. n l, 1974). 
"So~ barHtem patterns lire aIIo met. 
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4.2.5.2. Aliomorphs of the instrumental morpheme are -wl. after vowels except a-. 
-al. coalesced with the preceding stem-ending 0(1. and -lw after consonants. 
4.2.5.3. Allomorphs of the elBative morpheme are -d. -em. ~m. ~md. -d is also the 
morpheme of the tranaformative case thus -c:oiDciding with the elBative in the 
types 6. 7. 8. 
4.2.6. There are four degrees of comparison in Svan adjectives and adverbs: positive. 
approximative. comparative and superlative. The approximative degree is formed 
with the affIXes ma-. ma -- a in comparing colours. e. g. muttwan (2.3.2) "whitish ... 
marn",a "reddish" (filrni "red"). and with the suffix ~ in the other instances. 
e. g. [caltxiira "rather high" ([calm ''high''). The comparative degree is fonned with 
the affIXes xo--a. e. g. xomxa "newer" (mmre "new"). and the superlat~ degree -
with the affIXes ma---{enJe. e. g. "",mxme "the newest". In 4 adjectives the 
suppletive comparative degree xol!a "good". xol8 ·'bad". xola ''big''. xoxwra "small" 
is used as a positive one for the synonymous positive (correspondingly) eziir. leg. ''Nad. 
1[0/01 (these stems are not degreed). To form the comparative degree of these adjectives. 
the suffIX ~I is used: xocel "better". xodrel "worse ". xolil "bigger" xoxwrel "smaller", 
4.3.1. The verbal categories in Svan are: transitivity-intransitivity. dynamicity-iltativity. 
causativity. iterativity. exclusiveness-inc1usiveness. person. number. valency. version 
and reflexivity (voice). aspect. screeve (tense and mood). 
The usual classification of the . Kartvelian verbs is morphosyntactical. The Svan 
verb shows no deviations from the common Kartvelian model From the syntactical 
point of view the verbs are transitive and intransitive. If a verb has no object. it is 
called absolute. A verb with a direct or indirect object is called relative. Transitive 
verbs are relative active ("to grow up smb .... "to grow up smb. for oneself. for smb."). 
Intransitive verbs may be absolute passive ("to be grown up"). relative passive ("to 
be grown up for smb."). absolute medial dynamic ("to grow up". "to go"). relative 
medial dynamic ("to grow up for sinb .... "to call for smb."). absolute medial static 
("to be". "to be .growing up"). relative medial static ("to be for smb." = "to have". 
"to be growing up for smb. "). From the morphological point of view the verbs are 
divided into three conjugational groups. the second being characterised by the stem 
ablaut and. as wen as the third grouP. - by the infIXation of the 1 st and the 2nd' 
personal formants into the stem. The lack of the "aorist" series of screeves is 
characteristic of the third group. 
4.3.1.1. The category of transitivity-intransitivity is morphologically expressed by the 
stem ablau t in the verbs of the second conjugational group. On the morphosyntactical 
level it is expressed by the absolutive-elBative and dative-absolutive change of the 
subject and direct-object cases accordingly in the "nominative" and in the "aorist" 
series of screeves. 
4.3.1.2. The category of dynamicitY-iltativity has no morphological means of expression 
of its own. 
4.3.1.3. The category of causativity is morphologically expressed by means of the 
suffixes -uno. {w)n- (with the non-palatal umlaut - 2.1.2.2. - of the preceding stem-
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vocallsm), -lIn~, -in~, -en",- (,~). The versional marker a- before the root is usual 
Il-be-i ''he bums (itr ~ JCoQ-be-un~ "him he causes to bum (it)" 
i-gz-i/il "it stretches itself" -- a-gz-an~ ''he stretches (it)" 
f~/.j "it yelps" -- L. B. a"f{!ul-in~ "he causes it to yelp" 
JCoQ-!l1lr ''he is yearning" __ JC-o-!r-en-i ''him he causes to yearn" 
sgur ''he sits" -- a-llgWNl ''he seats (him)" 
(in the latter instance ~ is a thematic suffIX but, not the special marker of causativity; 
here the combination of the associative means is used to express causativity). 
4.3.1.4. The category ·of iterativity is expressed by suffIXes .a/fi), (i)/il(i), -,ral(i), 
-Ire which may· be collated with the corresponding nominal suffIXes of plurality .. 
Iterative verbal 'forms in their turn very often express the plurality of objects, cf. 
amiire ''he prepares(it)" - arniitfjli ''he much, often prepares(it)", ''he prepares 
many of (itl". 
4.3.1.5. The category of exclusiveness-inclusiveness is still alive in Svan while in 
O. Geoqian it is represented only as a relic. While in the system of possessive pronouns 
it may be an innovation in Svan, in the verb it seems to have come from the parent 
language (K Ii m 0 v, 1977). 
4.3.1.6. The category of person expresses the source and the goal of the communicated 
situation: the communicating person is opposed to other persons in respect of their 
extra- and intraonentation. Morph09yntactically it is expressed by personal formants 
which differentiate communicating (the 1st, the 2nd) and non-communicating (the 3rd) 
persona (M a c h a v ar ia n i M., 1980). 
Each personal fonnant is burdened with either the extravert orientation from the 
corresponding person (the source of the situation), or the intravert orientation to 
it (the goal of the situation). Unlike Indo-European, there are not only the extravert 
but also the intravert series of personal fonnants in Kartvelian, owing to which the 
expression ef the subject and object persons becomes possible in the same verbal 
form (,'he-beats-me "). 
The·usual position of the personal formant in a form is after the possible preverb 
and before the possible versional formant preceding the root, i. e. the second position. 
In Svan in the verbs of the second and the third conjugational groups the fonnants 
of the I st and the 2nd persons are infixed into the root before its vowel if there is 
no versional fonnant in the form (otherwise the position is nonnal). 
The e~travert series of the personal formants in Svan is: 
I. (ag.), I. (pL) excl. xw-; I. incL 1-
2. x-
3. -,1-
The singular formant ,. exists only in fIVe verbs: li "is" (auxiliary), Iiaw "was" 
(auxiliary), IIg "stands", Ia-lim ''he ate" AOa, U. BaI 1IJ1i1, L. Balla-il, but Lashkh 
Ia-lil "he drank" AOa, la- being a preverb and -1- (> -i-l) being a personal fonnant. 
In the 1st series in Upper Svan this ,. remains in all the scree"es in the 3rd person . 
." - ..... tMB demClllStnte ID oniiDary KartveUan - "Baltic lDdo-Europesn" iIo~ ... 
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We are inclined to connect tbis fonnant with the pronominal root 1 - cf. Svan alll 
"this" (cf. S c h u c h a r d t, 1895). 
It may be mentioned that the auxiliary verb "to. be", 3 sg. li, I sg. xwi, 2 sg. xi, 
being a manifestation of personal fonnants and the thematic stem~nding -i (plus 
number fonnants in the plural), seems to have no root in Svan. If so, !hill once 
again points out the pronominal origin of 1- in· the 3rd person: in many languages 
deixis is a usual juncture between the subject and the nominal predicate (cf. Arab. 
huwa ''he'' = "is", hiya "she" = "is"). 
Nevertheless the sporadic mysterious ending -z in the singular xwiz, xiz (G a g u a, 
1976), liz cannot be ignored and not collated with the no less mysterious -s- in the 
imperfect and present conjunctive liisw, lesw. Is there a root -es(?)··? . 
The intravert series of the personal fonnants is: 
I. m-, I excl. n-, I incl. gw-; 
2. ~- (Lakhmul, Etser j- before a consonant). 
The 3rd person has no intravert orientation because it always belongs to the 
extravert series. It is especially clear in Georgian where the versionaJ]y-neutral fonus 
do not demand the versional formant 0(1- (as it is usual in Svan), cf. paradigm of the 
verb "to kill" (Svan is in brackets): 
v-~av(xw-a-dgir~) "I kill John" 
h-IPav(x-a-dgir,i) ''Thou killst John" 
~aV-5("-a-dgir-i) "Jack kills John" 
m-~av~(m-a-dglit-i) "Jack ldIls me" 
g-\dav~(3-a-dgir-i) "Jack kills thee" 
_------ "Jack kills John" 
The intravert series of personal fonnants is defective in Kartvelian •••. It is quite 
natural, since the intravert semantics means the orientation to the person which is 
the centre of the situation. As for the third person, it is always the centre of the 
extravert situation, otherwise the reflexive transfonnation is to be applied (see 
Version 4.3.1.9.2.). 
The personal formant of the 3rd indirect( -object) person is X>-. 
4.3·.1.7. As for number, the plural is marked by the ending -d in the 1st and 2nd persons 
of the extravert series and by the ending -x in the 3rd person (since the latter is 
extravert it must be said that the plural is marked in the extravert series only, the 
same is to say that the marker of the plural always points to the extravert person): 
xw-a-dgiri-d "we without you(thee) kill him, them" 
I-a-dgiri-d "we and you(thou) kill him, them" 
x-a-dg8ri-d "you kill him, them" 
·Hle.(. + dJ)I"Hlsid. (cf. Gear. pL aed·/ "they lit''): Skr.iBe. Gk. hi"..I.1r4thital. 
"V. Top u r I a (G a g u a. 1976) col\iectures ·z In IIz to be a """""d root %I. L. 8. z~ ' .. 
being put", "ill lyiDg". This conjecture do .. not explain all the forms (liz and JtwlJd. 14rw) together, 
though zl may be independent word (not added to Ii) but of the same root! AD th ... Kartvellan 
facts may be coUated on the one hand with lE. *(H le)&- "to be" or Semitic Akkadlan I.fri ''ID be", 
Aram. /lay. Hebr. yil ., .... Arab.Itz-YIII "is not" and on the other hand - with lE. ···It ill .urprising that M. M a ch a v a r la n i did not draw this conc1udon In 198°2' She writ .. 
only about the neutralization of the orientation In the third person (p. 56). 
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·m-a-dgiri-d ''you kill me" 
m-a-dgiri-x "they kill me" 
n-a-dgiri-d ''you kill us" 
n-a-dgiri-x ''they kill us but not you(thee)" 
[ 
·gw-a-dgiri-d·"you kill us and you(thee)'l 
is semantically prohibited! see 3.4.3 
gw-a-dgiri-x "they kill us andyou(thee)" 
·S-a-dp.D-d ''we kill you", ''he kills vou" 
l·"you(thou) kiIl(st) you, thee" is prohibited! J 
S-a-dgiri-x ''they kill you, thee" 
As can be seen, the number 
formants supplement the . 
personal formantl and specify 
the subject! 
4.3.1.8. The category of valency morphologically manifests in the bipenonal marking 
of the finite forms in Kartvelian. The verbal valency is the ability of the verb to join 
a number of actants in a certain case-form meanwhile the verbal penona1ity 
characterize. a verbal form in respect to the appearance in the latter of the exponentl 
of those actantl. Since in one form maxima1ly two penons are able· to be reflected 
in Kartvelian, the Kartvelian ~verb may be maximally bipenonal (not tripenonal!), 
though it may be trivalent (G a m k rei i d z e, 1919). 
In Svan .. as well as in Georgian, if a verb is trivalent, one degree of its valency may 
be occupied by a versionizer (see 4.3.1.9.1) connecting the verb with an indirect 
person, another degree being occupied by a penonal formant connected with the 
subject penon, and the third degree being connected with the direct-object person. 
Very often the latter degree is free (and the direct object is said to be ''lost''). Verbs 
of this kind are transitive. The transitive bivalent verbs are bipenonal" because one 
degree of their valency is occupied by a personal formant connected with the subject 
person and the other degree may be occupied by a personal formant connected with 
the direct-object person if the subject is in the 3rd plural (in Georgian it may be also 
in the 3rd lingular). The intransitive bivalent verbs are bipenonal because one degree 
of their valency is occupied by a personal formant connected. with the subject penon 
ant the other is occupied by versionizer connecting the verb with an indirect person. 
Monovalent verbs are monopenonal, the single degree of their valency being occupied 
by penonal formant connected with the subject person. Such verbs are intransitive. 
4.3.1.9.1. Version is the crucial morph09yntactica1 category in Kartvelian as well 
as in Indo-European and in many other languages. It is a basic category to undentand 
the nature of reflexivity and voice. The folloWing explications are based on the 
newest theory of M. M a c h a v a r i ani (198°1,2, 1981) which ha made us 
refuse the traditional concepti of A. S h ani d z e. The grammatical doctrine of 
A. S h ani d z e is bued on the opposition of subject to object. For M. M a c h a-
v a r i ani the concept of the communicant (the 1st and the 2nd penons) opposed 
to the non-communicant (the 3rd person) is the l?ae. Therefore the reader will not 
f"md here the accustomed Shanidze terms, e. g. such as ''the objective version", 
"the subjective version" - they have given their place to the entirely new terms 
"ex iraveniOD". "intravenioD". It extravertizer ", "extravenionizin.". etc. 
The category of version is tn he defined according to its differential semantical 
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and morphosyntactical functions aa follows: it change. the verbal valency by orientating 
the communicated situation towards or away from the communicant. 
Since the communicant morphologically manifests in the communicating persons, 
such orientation is achieved by the interaction with the category of person which 
in its turn is connected with an extravert OF intravert orientation. The personal formants 
orientate situations either extravertially away from the person, or intravertially 
towl!1ds it (4.3.1.6) aa it is detennined by the grammatical (morphosyntactical) 
semantics of these formants. The extravert and the intravert series of the personal 
formants correspond to the existence of the two versioDizen, the extravertizer 
and the intravertizer, by means of which the versional orientation is realized. 
The communicated iituation, while orientated towards the communicant, 
is i n t r a v e r t. It is e x t r a v e r t while orientated away from the communicant. 
If the versional orientation away from or towards the communicant coincides with 
the penonal orientation away from or towards the actants, the valency of the verb 
increases by one degree. If the versional orientation is opposed to the ,personal one, 
the verb loses one degree of its valency. 
This interaction of version and person is morphologically expressed by the use of 
versionizen. 
There are four versionizen in SvI\D: 
the extravertizer -0- (Gear. -u-) always orientates, a situation away from the 
communicant; 
the intravertizer -t- (Gear. of-) always orientates a situation towards the communicant; 
the versionizen ~- and -e- (Geor. ~-, -eo) are neutral and may be burdened with the 
extravert (a in traDsitive, e in intraniitive verbs) aa well as with the intravert functions. 
If we do not speak about scarce anomaties, -e- is the versionizer in the intransitive 
verbs, only. Sometimes the versionizer ~- is deprived of (versional) meaning ("neutral 
version" - NVS), sometimes it is used extravertially in order to increaae the verbal 
valency up to the causative de8l'ee. 
The place of a versionizer in a form is before the root (the third position). 
In changing the verbal valency the version either creates objects, or eliminates 
them. It happens in the following way: 





















"thou buildst a house" _ 
kor-s "thou buildst a house for me" 
Od 
"I build a house" _ 
koro!! • "I build a house for him" 
-ExVS- S Oi Od 
xw-i-ml!-i mi "I am aged" --+ 
-IVS< -PASS S 
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xw~-me-i mi "I am aged Cor him" 
-ExVS- -PASS S 
b) the venionizer a- =ates indirect as well as direct objects: 
sgur e3a "he sits" -+ x-a~r e~a e3a~ "he sits on him" 
sgur 
S -ExVS- S Oi 




c) the venioDizer i- eliminates direct and indirect objects: 
"he seats him" 
xw-a-mir-e mi e3a~ "I prepare it" - xw-i-mir-i mi "I am prepared" 
-NVS- S Od -IVS- PASS S 
x-o-mir-e mi e3a~ e3a~ "I prepare it for him" -
-EltVS- S Od Oi 
xw-i-mir-e mi e!la~ "I prepare it Cor myselC" 
-IVS- S Od 
d) the versioDizer e- eliminates direct objects only: 
x-o-mir-e mi e"a~ e!a~ "I prepare it Cor him" -+ 





"I am prepared Cor him" 
In creating indirect but eliminating direct objects, e- is neither -extra- nor 
intravertizer J 
ThuB it is the only a- which creates direct objects. ThereCore it is used Cor causativity. 
What is the state oC the 3rd person by the interaction with the venional orientation? 
While being excluded Crom the communicative act, the 3rd person Collows the 
communicant, i. e. it conforms to the paradigm oC the I st and the 2nd persons. 
Let us take the verb without veniooal orientation: 
mi _-a1!risd-e e3a~ 
si, e3a m-a1!risd-e mi 
mi, e3a S-a1!risd-e si -
"I baptize him" 
"thou baptizest, he baptizes me" 
"I baptize, he baptizes thee" 
e3a a-grisd-e e3a~ "he baptizes him" 
Now let us intravenionize and extravenionize the verb. If the communicant persons 
are intravert (the CormantB I. m-, 2. j-), only the intravenionizer -i-, but not the 
extraversioDizer -0-, is used by them. In this way the intra.vert personal orientation 
coincides with the intravert veniooal orientation and the verbal valency increases 





~i "thou baptizest, he baptizes him Cor me" 
si "I baptize, he baptizes him Cor thee" 
Here the 3rd person cannot Callow the paradigm oC the communicant persons, 
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because, as we have seen above (4.3.1.6), there is no intravert peraonal orientation 
in the 3rd person, the 3rd person always being extravert. Therefore in the 3rd peraon 
the versional orientation as well is merely extravert (i. e. the orientation from one 
non<ommunicant to another non-eommunicant is realized extravertially but not 
intravertialIy), 10 that the 3rd peraon follows the paradigm of the extravert 
communicant persons. 
If the communicant persons are extravert, the extravertizer -0- with transitive verbs 
and the versiQnizer -eo with intransitive verbs are used in normal (direct) orientation, 
the intravertizer -i- being used in reversed (reflexive) orientation. 
In the f"ust instance the extravert peraonal orientation coincides with the extravert 
versional orientation, and the verbal valency increases to connect the indirect object 
with the verb: 
mi x(w~-I!risd-e e!a-ll e~a':' "I baptize him for him" 
si xo()-I!risd-e e!a-ll e!B-II "thou baptizest him for him" 
---+ 
e~a xo()-J!risd-e e!B", e!a-ll "he baptizes him for him" 
or 
I 
mi xW+J!risd-i e!a~ "I am baptized for him" 
si, da m-e-)!risd4 






"thou art, he is baptized for me" 
"I am, he is baptized for thee" 
"he is baptized for him" 
4.3.1.9.2. Retlexivization means that the communicant considers· ·himseIf an 
indirect- or direct~bject peraon - the situation, which has originated from the 
communicant, returns back to the same communicant (cf. B 0 e d e r, 1968). 
In this way either indirect or direct objects are eliminated. For this purpose only 
-i- may be used: the communication originates only from the extravert penon and 
therefore the opposite versional orientation is necessary to reduce the verbal valency 










"I baptize him for myself" 
"thou baptizest him for -thyseIr' 
e3a-ll "he baptizes him for himseIr' 
"I baptize myself" 
"thou baptizest thyseIr' 
"he baptizes himseIr' 
In the f"lrst instance of the reflexivization the indirect object is eliminated (it is 
identif"Jed with the communicant· _ the 3rdextravert person), in the second instance 
it is the direct object (identif"Jed with the communicant _ the 3rd extravert peraon, 
as well). 
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The expected reflexivization of the intravert(l. m-. 2. j-) person. using the 
extravertizer -0-. is ruled out (L e. '"moo. -.10-, Geor. -mu-, -gu-. are prohibited), 
because the intraveri series of persons are marked in respect to the absent 3rd person. 
The 3rd person may be only extravert, and therefore the full (-+ any) reflexivization 
is impossible in this series. In this way the extravertiur -0-, which thus may be used 
only with the extravert persons, in the 3rd person becomes irrelevant feature of the 
indirect-object formant x- in Svan: 
x-o-gem "he builds it for him" side by side with x-e-g-i "it is built for him", x.o-g 
"it is standing on him" [differently fn:»m -e- (passive)-, (x~- (stativity), -0- has no 
meaning of its own, except extraverticity which is also inherent to x-; therefore in 
modem GeoIgian, where the indirect-object formant h-II s- may be used without 
the versionizer and is lost before vowels, it becomes an aIlomorph of the indirect-
object formant h-II So, cf. h-~et-ll ''be cuts it him ofr' and u-{alet-s ''be ruins him" 
or mo..s-di..s = mo-u-di-s "it happens to him"- - J • 
4.3.1.10. M. M a c h a v a r i ani (19802) ascribes voice to convemve.mversive 
transformations of invariant semantics which belong to the relative level of the 
language structure and therefore do not need semantical defmitions. In this respect 
voice is not a grammatical category at all. It has no morphosyntactical base of its 
own and uses the ready patterns present in a language. These are versional oppositions 
whose use as a morphosyntactical pattern for voice is the most typical. 
Unlike A. S h ani d z e (1953), M. M a c h a v a r i ani defines as passive 
only conversive transformations, i. e. those which depend on the communicant's 
conscientious attitude to whether the subject or the object is the fundamental theme. 
Therefore conversion appears to have no semantics of its own. It is subordinated to 
version in Kartvelian (not every~ verb with versional opposition may undergo 
conversion), though version loses its semantics in the passive transformation. 
Thus the necessary features of the passive in Svan are either the intravertizer -i-, 
or the versionizer -e-. The other feature is the suffIX -i which signals the passive 
but is not itS marker, since the same -i may be a theme-formant in the active. Its 
combination with a versional formant (VS-i) seems to be the marker of the passive 
in Svan thoulb oMy in the present. 
Medium has no marker either in Svan or in Georgian. 
4.3.1.11. The category of aspect is represented by the imperfective IIIld perfective 
which are expressed either by the screeves (see 4.3.1.12) as in 0 .. Georgian or (the 
perfective) by preverba as in Modem Georgian. rhe latter t8kes place in the apophonic 
stems (the second conjugational group); in other stems the screeval expression of 
the perfective is usually accompanied by preverbs except those rare instances when 
the verb cannot have a prefIX. 
4.3.1.12.1. In 1977 A. V 0 I 0 din and V. K h r a k 0 v sky expressed an 
opinion that tense and mood shOUld be treated as one category. Thoul!h- they did 
-..,. may be alIO ued Cor paulve in Svan but It is unmarked In rapect to pusive. 
--ne latter explicatioaalligbtly differ from tho,", oC M. M a c h a v a r 1 a n I. 
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.DOt point to A. S haD i d z e who had drawn the same coDclusion 36 yean befoh> 
(S haD id z e. 1941) and who emplaysthe concept ofthis category. s c r e eve. 
iD all his works. For A. S haD i d z e se_ve is a complex category iD the frame 
of which other categories an: lIlallzed iD the form of changing elements. such 88 
penoD or Dumber. Though the .distinctive features 'of thkategory of senle1'e alii 
certain coutant elements by which ODe screeve diffen from another. fint and 
fOlllmost - teue and mood (S haD i d z e. 1982.19781)' 
The three series of sCmeves differ from each other iD their syntactical usage (see 3.3) 
in KartvelisD. As a result iD the 3rd series the use of the two series of the penonal 
formants. in respect of the logical subject. is IIlversed to their use iD the 1st 
and 2nd series (see ColliugatioD 4.3.2.1). Such inversion also takes place with static 
vems iD the I st series. By the iDversion the versioDal diffenlDces an: neutralized. the 
iDtravertizer .f. and the extravertizer -<J. being used automatically iD the 1st, 2nd and 
iD the 3rd pellon. 
In Sun in the perfective senleves of the 1st series (future. cODditional) and iD all 
the 2nd series the use of Pl1l1'ems is the rule. Preverbs are DOt used only with defective 
verbs (habendi. seDtieDdi) which substitute for the 2nd series by forms of the 1st 
series. In the 3rd series the use of pmvems depends OD aspect. 
As weB 88 iD other Kartvelian languages (and also iD Indo-EuropeaD!). the 1st 
("present-imperfect") series iD Svan may differ from the 2nd ("aoriat") series by 
the preseDce of a thematic suffix. No thematic suffix is p088ible iD the 2Dd series. 
As for the 3rd series. iD Svan it usea stems of the 2nd series (such derivatioD 
sporadically occun iD Georgian. too) and therefolll there BIll DO thematic suffixea 
in it. In ~eorgian the stems of the 3rd -series an: derived from those of the 1st 
series and thelllfore there an: thematic suffIXes iD the 3rd series iD Geoqian. 
Sporadically the use of the .1 at series' stems for the 3rd series. and consequently -
the pnlSence of thematic suffixes. is testifted also in Svan. especially in Lentekh. while 
iD Georgian dialects the use of the 2nd seriel' stems without thematic suffixes for 
the 3rd series' stems is very common-. ) 
-cr. dt",,~ aad .-u.,.,,~ ''he IIIiI null". It makes no difference wbetb ... It Is an 
innovation or DOL AB tile data" show the weokneu of the thematic II1IfIix aad tbiI Is an evldace 
for the later formation of the 3'" .... In KartvellaD. AI for the relation of the lit ..... _ 
with thematic· oufIixeI to tile 2nd ..... alDl without tbom. It Is • common 1CutwIIa-1ndo-
Ewopean ......... cf. O • .vn.uan lit ..... PIa •• btmtIy "be opeaa" - the 2qd .... _.II-lxI-4:' 
"be opmedR or Greek pruL 6mnQII ''he swean" - 801. t._ ''he ..... noR• Co In Armmdan ........ 
........ tum (thIo .ppeon only In on_liable 3 lB. forma, • pb.o..-cm wblc:b can explaiD tile 
met r I c ortaIn of .upnmtum .... In Greek aad Aryan; L e. first In 0DHYIIab1a rODDl). 
It _IDI that tile tllematic .ufIIx.jn the ht ..... In KartveIIan aad lDdo-Earopean wo laical-
derivational wItb • penlWllive meanln.. Later It. bepn to awl< tho. imperfective perIIWIIiw 
(__ preMIIt. impeJfecl) mIDI wbIcb othll'wioe could not be cIIfI'_tioted from _ wItb the 
perfective (__ 1OrIst) meanIn.. Modem LIthuanian wen fill to iDlutrate thIo otatellltllt. TIkina 
the ...... 1IIIIivHt.atlve IIIffIx .(M •• we may depict the panmt-languop "proto-pr_tR u 
imperfecti .. pmIWIIIive 1IIk-ln1-/- (p ...... , If. -0) ''be _(oil. -cl) to ay" and "pmtD-not" u 
perfective Iik-(praa. -0, If. -<!) ...... IIid once and for a1JR. cr. without oufIlx: d-o (puL) 
.,. UIUIIIy ooakInc": m61<-o 00. "wu lOIked". mm· ''IOIk(ed) omth. R • 
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4.3.1.12.2. The imperative has no screevllS of its -own. The positive imperative for 
the 2nd person is expressed by the corresponding aorist form or (ask) by the imperfect 
form (imperfect also being used if the aorist is missing), the negative imperative is 
expressed by the present form with the negative particle nOm(is) or by- the aorist 
conjunctive (by the present conjunctive if the aorist is missing) with the particles 
nOma or no.lll. For the 1st and the 2nd persons the conjunctive is used. 
4.3.2.1. Let us illustrate the Svan conjugation fl13t in one screeve. 
a) absolute monovalent monopeaonal intransitive stati~ verb (masdar lirde "existing", 
present, neutral version): 
(mi) xw-jj-r-i uI exist" 
(si) x-i-r-i "thou existest" 
(da) i-r-i "he exists" 
(nij) xw..a-r-i-d "we exist without you (thee)" 
- " - l-i-r-i-d ''we and you (thou) exist together" 
(sgij) x-i-r-i-d "you existU 
(eS,iir) i-r-i-x ''they exist" 
b) relative bivalent bipersonal intransitive static (ligene ''having of some animate", 
present, neutral version): 
(mi - si, eja) 
(mi - sgij) 


































"I have thee, him" 
"1 have you" 
"1 have them" 
''he has, they have me" 
"he has, they have us, not you (thee)" 
"he has, they have us and you (thee)" 
"thou hast me, him, them; you have me" 
"thou hast, you have us (without thee, you)" 
''you have him, them" 
"we without you (thee) have thee, him" 
"we without you (thee) have them" 
"we without you (thee) have you" 
"we and you (thou) have him" 
"V:e and you (thou) have them" 
''he has thee, him, them; 
they have thee" 
''he has, they have you" 
"they have him, them" 
From the possessor's point of view the verb is inversed (inversive), the logical subject 
(possessor = grammatical indirect object) being in the dative case aJid the logical direct 
object (grammatical subject) being in the nominative case. The same is true of the 
static verbs in the 1st series and of the transiti~e verbs in the 3rd series. Since in all 
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of the instances the logical subject is treated u grammatical indirect object, and since 
they are bivalent, no place remaina for the grammatical direct object. Therefore only 
one vector of orientation is possible with any penon, the versional transformation 
being impossible. As a result the two aeries of the personal formants are either used 
with the neutral versionizen -G-, -e-, or join the versionizell -1-, ~ depending on the 
corresponding orientation of their own, i. e. m + i, j + i, xiv ... 0 = %0, X + 0, x + o. 
Since version becomes automatical, the verbal valency does not incnue. 
Thus the conjugational pattern, e. g. for the paradigm of the 3rd aeries'inversives, 
always may be described by the fonowing Shanidze scheme: 
ID 
LS 
1 .... e 21hee 3·hlm ..... ..... D"}'IIlI DLu.em 
- u:c. Inc. 
(mi) (11) (038) (Dij) (aij) (Ipj) (e3jir) 
1. 
I(mi) mi- mI- mI..s IRk 
2. 
thou(.) 31- ji- !W 51-
3. 
be(.388) xa- xo- xa- X" Io..s xo..s xo-
1. 
we 
(Dij) u:c. ni- Id- Idod Id-(x) 
I. 
we 
(Dij) IDc. pi- pt.(x) 
ll. 
you(ogIj) Si- 51« 5J.d .... 
m. 
they(eSjln xo- xa- xa-x n.d Io-d xo..s XC>« 
The analogoua scheme is more simple in Georgian because of the ab_ce of 
excluaivity-inclushity there. 
The typical anomaly of Svan is the expression of yon-blm with J-, -x being 
a formant of the 3rd person plural The aame is in the Don-inversive verba in which 
j -x means he-YOL 
c) abaolute monovalent monopenonal intransitive retlexive (-p.mve) (1brrDn 
"preparing", with the intraversion, present): 
(mi) xw-i-mir-i ". prepare myself" 
(si) x-i-mir-i "thou prepareat thyself" 
(e!la) i-mar-i "he prepares himself", "it is prepared" 
(nij) xw-i-mir-i--d ''we but Dot you(thou) prepare ourselves" 
-,,- l-i-mir-i--d ''we and you(thou) prepare ourseivea" 
(sgiJ) x-i-mir-i--d ''you prepare younelves" 
(e,jAr) I-mar-t-X "they prepare themselves" 
d) relative bivalent bipellOnal transitive active ("I prepare him, them", etc., with the 





























3. lexc. I mc. ll. m. 
him us us you them 
(eja .. ) (nIj) (Dij) (sgij) (e!jir~) 
xw-e-mir~ S-a-mir~ xw-a-mir~ 
x-e-mir~ n-e-mllr~ x-a-mir~ 
a-mir~ n-e-milt'e gw-e-mir~ ~-a-mir~-x a-mir~ 
xw-e-mir+d ~-a-mir~-d xw-e-mir~-d 
l-a-mir~-d l-a-mir~-d 
x-e-mir~-d n-e-mir+d · x-a-mir~-d 
a-mir~~ n-a-mir~x gw-e-mir~-x !-a-mlr"C-x a-mir-e-x 
AB can be seen, the usage of formants is the opposite of their usage in the inversive 
verb. Here as well the same anomaly .takes place: (eja - "al) JoQ-miir-e-JC "he prepares 
you" with the formant -JC of the 3rd penon in plural 
e) relative trivalent bipenonal transitive active ("I prepare him, them for him, them", 
etc., with the intra- and extraversion, present) - the picture differs from the previous 
one only in versioDizen pointing to the indirect object: 
Od 
S 1 2 3 I I 0 
ae. iDe. 
1 !I- xo- §-
2 mI- xo- 1Il-
3 mI- S!- xo- 1Il- gwi- "x 
I 
GC. Slod xood 1Hl 
I 
iDe. Iood 
11 mJod xo-d lIlod 
m mI-x Sl-x xo« Di-x gwi-x ji-x 
This scheme is especially convenient to compare with the inversive one. 









f) relative bivalent biDersonal transitive active (the reflexivization of i: "I prepare 
him, them for myself", etc., with the intraversion, present), and 
g) relative bivalent bipenonal intransitive passive (the passive reflexivization of e: 
"I prepare myself = 1 am prepared for him, them ", etc., with !!le intra- and extraversion 
expressed by the common versioDizer -e-, present): 
Od 
S 1 2 3 I I 11 m 
OIIC. iDe. 
1 51- xwJ- 31- xwI-
2 mi- ld- 1Il- 31- ld-
3 mI- S!- I- 1Il- gwi- SI-x 1-
I 
OIIC. ~Iod xwW jI-d xwW 
I 
Ine. Hod Hod 
D mlod xlod lIlod ldod 
m mI-x 51« l-x 1Il« gwi-x Sl-x l-x 
11> th~ final thematic vowel is substituted for by the formant -t: xw-e-mh-t (cp. ·c): 
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-.Ol 
S I 2 3 I I n ID 
""e. inc. 
I ~e-! xwe" Se-i xwe-i. 
2 me-! x .... "" .. ~ xe-i 
3 me-I ,o-i xe" De-i RW .... ~4x xe" 
I 
exc. ~-id xwe-id ~-id xwe-td 
I 
iIIc. I .... d I .... d 
n mo-id xe-id no-id xe-id 
m me-ix !e4x xe4x ne4x g\W4x !e4x xe4x 
4.3.2.2. Let us examine the derivation of screeves in all the three conjugational groups. 
Group I (e. g. the verb /i-g-em "building". -em being a thematic suffIX) consists 
of verbs which undelllO transitive activlHntransitive passive conversive transfonnation 
without the stem ablaut. In the present their stems end in .j. -e or in a consonant 
with a preceding narrow (umlautized) vowel signalizing the fonner exiStence of the 
final ".j. "-e. .j is always represented in the present passive (or reflexive) where it is 
accompanied by the versionizen .j-. -eo. 
Group 11 (e. g. the verb trans. act. li-pc-e I intrans. pass. /i-Tex "returning") consists 
of apophonic verbs with the i-degree of the stem vocalism (reduced or not) in the 
transitive active and the e-degree of the stem vocalism (reduced. umIautized. or not) 
in the intransitive passive or in the dynamic medium. This qualitative vowel gradation 
is not connect,ed with screeve (unlike Georgian). The active forms are characterized 
by the lengthened stem vocalism (i. e. by.j-) in the perfect. 
Group III (e. g. the verb /i-gofle "standing") consists of (medial) static verbs and 
is characterized by the absence, of a number of forms. namely - of the 2nd series. 
The most characteristic feature of the verbs of groups 11 and III is the inflXation 
of the 1st and the 2nd pellOnaI extravert fonnants (their sound x being lost and thus 
zero becoming the marker of the 2nd and the lrd persons!) into the stem before its 
ffrstvowel. 
In all the three groups the verbal stem in the present active coincides with the 
corresponding masdaC1ltem (masdar fonn without the prefIX /i-). 
In all perfective screeves (Groups I and 11) the use of a preverb is the rule. 
4.l.2.2.1. The first coJljugational group.ligem 
The 1st series of screeves 
1. Present 
Active bivalent with the neutral version: 
xwagem xugem me gem 
"I build it. them" "I stand it", ... "he stands me" •... 
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xagem xagem Segem 
"thou buildest it ...... 
agem 
"thou standest it".... "I stand thee" •... 
jagem 
''be stands it" "he builds it" 
Jagemd lagemd gugem 
"we all build it" "we all stand it" ''be" stands us and you" 
etc. 
Act i vet r i vale n t wit h the ill t r a v er s ion: 
A c ti v e b i vale n t re fI e x i v e: 
xwigem 
"I build. stand it for myself" 
xigem 
"thou buildest. standest it for thyself" 
igem 
"he builds. stands it for himself" 
Jigemd 
"we all build it for ourselves" 
R e fI e x i v e-p a Bsi v e m 0 n 0 v a I e n t: 
·xw-i.g(m).i. xw-i.g-i 
"I stand myselr·. "I am stood"· 
.xigi 
"thou standest thyself". "thou art stood" 
igi 
• "he stands himself'·. "it is built" 
·ligid 
"we and you stand ourselVes". ''we are stood" 
etc. 
Active trivalent with 
the ex tr a v e r si 0 n: 
xogem 
"I build it for him" 
"thou buildest it for him" 
"he builds it for him" 
migem 
''be builds it for me" 
:Jigem 
"I build it for thee" 
gwigem 
''be builds it for us and you" 
etc. 
migem 
''be stands me for bimselr' 
!Iigem 
"I stand thee for myselr' 
gwigem 
''be stands us and you for himself" 
°The meudnSI "10 steDd oneself'·. "to be llood" ere utIf1cla1 (the latter le DOl artIflclaIin the 
3111 pOISOn lnalllmale); linee the meallins "to be bunt" Is impolllible in the ht and 2nd pOISOn. 
in normal opeecb. th"'" (0II1II ere nol.met. We slv. them In oilier 10 mustrsle the ruo pamdlgm. 
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lopmd 
"we and you build it for him" 
etc. 
Re fl ex iv o-p aaai ve 
bivalent: 
·xwegi 
"I stand mYllllf by him", 
"I am stood for him" 
xegi 
• "thou standest thyself by him" 
"it is built for him" 
-Iegid 
"we and you are stood for him" 
etc. 
-megi 
''be stands himself by me" 
''be is stood for me"· 
-Segi _ 
"I stand myself by thee" 
-swegi 
''be stands himself by us and you" 
As for the intravert trivalent forms, V. Top u r i a (1967) points out one more 
meaning: minli ''be brings me up for him". Sucb a pOSlibility has not b,eeD testifled 
by us in Upper Svan. Here we have to do with GeolJian fact where -I- does really 
function as if it were extravert (Shanidzian 'sasxviso'), cf. AOR dIl-m-illm-a pt1/tlH 
"he appointed me to a merchant". We consider this phenomenon (whicb ia 
exceptionally rare in Georgian) to be a later Georgian innovation (the aame is 
Mo M a c h a v a r i ani's opinion) whicb" ia a aupercorrection of the extravert 
llIHn+gen-a according to the direct-object I, 2 Ill. (-m, ••• ) in· the 1?ivalent form 
(dIl-m-illen-a regular ''be appointed me for himself") and to the trivalent character 
of the form with the indirect-object I, 2 Ill. (dIl-m-i-gm-a regular ''be appOinted him 
for me") - cf. the Svan trivalent migem ''be builds it for me" and the bivalent 
migem "he stands me for himaelf". We have not found anomaliea of the type ~i 
''be briDp me up for him" in Upper Svan. 
A IlpifiCPt peculiarity of the Svan pllllive in an the Icreeves of the 1 st IOn. 
ia the UDlDotivated elimination of the thematic" luffix there: igi inatead of Igmt. 
Passive forms with the thematic luffix are eaceptioDal and BOund unusual (cf. the 
follOwing screeves). 
If a verb has the aiDgle thematic stellHlldiDg 4 in the preaent active, active forma 
with the intravertizer 4- alwaYI coincide with the monovalent passive forms in the 
present, e. g. i-qn4 ''be plouglla it for himself" - "it ia plouped". 
2. Imperfect 
Active bivalent with 
the veraion: 
xw .. -glm-dl .. , xuslmdll 




Re fl ex i veil alii ve 
m 0 n 0 v a I e n t: 
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.1-a-gIIm-da-d, legllmdad gugllmda 
etc. 










Active trivalent with 





Active trivalent with the 






x-i-g - ol-di-a 
i-g - ol-da 












Verbs with the present active in -e form the imperfect without -da: xwamiir8 
"I prepare him" - xwamiiTiJa, 2 ag. XIl11Iii1is, 3 ag. Ilmiim, etc. The imperfect pattem 
with -da correlates to the present active in -i: xwaqni "I plough it" _ xwaqiindis. 
Here one can see the ground to collate the narrow vocalism of the stem vowel preceding 
the final consonant of the consonantal present-1ltem active verbs with the verbs in -i, cf. 
l)xwaqtindiJa = xWQgiimdis, butxwaqni andxwagem 
Yrs. 
2) xwamiitis, but xwamiire. 
Thus the narrow stem vocalism in the present in the first instance seems to be the 
usual result of the umlaut, the f"mal-i dropped··. 
The "recreation" of the stem vocalism in the imperfect and in the present 
coJljuncthe (if. xwa-qiilwliis, praes. cIIi. xwa-qiin-ded Yrs. praes. xwa-qn-i) seems to 
have occurred due to the addition of one more syllable, reduction having operated 
only in the syllables neighbouring upon the syllable which caused reduction, cf. 3 
sg. if. aqa1lilJa Yrs. praes. aqini. 
·Th.e lo no vemoDal orientation in the refleldve-plllllve, the extravert and intravert oriontation 
being persoDal and expnaed by p.IODal formanll (_ aIIO lluther, 4.3.2.2.2.2, the automatlcsl 
\lID of -0-, -I- in this scmeve in the .cond group). Therefore fonDl with the extravert and the 
intra .... t penoDal fonnants are to be given in the ame paracllpn. 
• .."...... -li&GmJ, pra ... ..,_mJ > -u,iml. ..,,..,,,, > flrem, "'_ The deriYative model 
of I) entirely dlffe .. from 2): the fact that in the Instance of -""'Igem it iJ the stem vo .... 1 that iJ 
prcserved, wblle it iJ the stem ending in ",_qn1 (the stem vowl reduced), point. out IOme binomial 
relation. The dlotributlon of this kind _Mo to have been developed due to athematic f"xw«iI""') 
and thematic (~o(lm,l) derivation of th ... stoma. 
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If a verb has ~- Ut the stem, it changes into -8- in the imperfect and the present 
conjunctive, cf. xwadlsgi "I put it down" VIS. if. XWflIlQagdDs, praes. clli. xWfldlsgdid. 
The reason seems to be either the non-palatal umlaut l > 'under the influence of 
the hypothetical formant of the imperfect -W, once disappeared before -dD, or the 
palatal umlau tizing of the previ,?us ii which turned into & in. the present after the 
disappearance of the (mal -i. Later the latter was morphologically reconstructed thus 
causing the se.condary umlaut' > l. 
Besides the models ino(l, -dD, a number of other, less P9Puiar models are in use, 
mostly in L. BaI. Thus in lIechwi the (mal 4 of the I at and the 2nd persons joins-(g)w: 
xwlD/lllTll.JgW, Xtmlllrasgw, amtITII, etc. (without -g- in speech of the younger generation) 
thus showing the reason of the nonopalatal umlaut (2.1.2.2) in U. Bal (xwamiiT)IJ8, 
(xwagimdjls, etc. In Etser -e and -i-stem verbs end in zero without the stem ending. 
in the 1st and in the 2nd singular wlWe in the 3rd siJigular e- stems end in oQ and i-
stems end in -iw or in -flV, this w being in other stems as well (XWtI8Og, JCflIDg, flIO{lQ, 
etc. "-madded him",xwadpr, xadglJr, adglJriw, etc. "-killed him"). 
For the models in -an and (contaminated) - anda, see Static verbs 4.3.2.2.3.2 .. 
Act i v e: 












Features, characterizing the imperfect, characterize the present colliunctive too: 
e. g. verbs with the present active in -e form present colliunctive by the only -id- (i. e. 
without -do): xwamirid. 







4_ Imperfective future 






In intransitive verbs without the indirect object the active forms use the suffix 
-ini: igilrgalni < i-prgal-ini ''he will speak" but xoQ-gargal-wni- < -uni ''he ~ill speak 
to him". 
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Active bivalent with 














Idg( 6J)-i U. idg(O!)a 
lIg(ol)-i.11 Ug(ol)a 















Act i v e. t r rv a le n t wit h 






Reflex i v e-p a ui ve 









Here the preverb ad- of the perfective meaning is used. ID pure shape it is represented 
in the neutra- or intravert forms of the 3rd penon active lllid monovalent (absolute) 
plllllive because no ]C (of the 1st or the 2nd penons' forment) follows the proverb 
there (see the rule 2.3;2). On the contrary, in bivalent (relative) plllllive the CODIonant 
of the preverb is IIlIIimi.lated in the 3rd penon to the follOwing indirect-object formant 
]C- and thus the differentation between the "absolute and the relative plllllive forms is 
achieved in a paradigm with the extravert penonal formanta. 
The vocalic mutation a- > 0- at' the olllll!t is due to the progressive incontiguous' 
8S8imi1ation either of w of the 1st singular formant or of the extravertizer -0- reduced. 
Upper BaI retains w of the 1st singular formant before the intravertlzer -I- reduced: 
itw-. In all instances in Lower BaI only ot- is met in the 1st penon singular. 
Ver,bs with the present active in -e, -I form the perfective futuft in -i(-ne): amIire 
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"he prepares" - an-m4r'-illan-nufr.ne. The latter fonn (together with the non-reduced 
Lentekh -ine) shows that we have -ine in the same adgemne as weD (T 0 pur i a, 1967). 
In the passive the fonnant -61- may be optionally used only in the verbs with 
a thematic suffIX (as li-g-em). Therefore verbs ending in -i in the active, when intravert, 
coincide with the corresponding (absolute) passive fo~s, e. g. lw''t1d-xa{W-i "he will 
paint it for himself" and "it will be painted". 
6. Imperfective conditional 
The screeve is fonned by means of the suffix -61 from the fonns of the imperfective 
future: 






Fonns in -iw ate used in Lower Ba! side by side with ·the forms in -01, e. g. 
I-jb-un-iw 11 ijbun-ol"if he cooked". 
7. Perfective conditional 
The active is fonned from the perfective future either by tile suffIX -a (with the 
endiDg -s < -_(1) in the I st and 2nd singular), or by lengthening of the fma! -i and 
the formant {I)s. The passive is formed by meana of the suffIX -61 from the perfective 
future forms without .01-: 










The active in -is is used if a verb ends in -I in the perfective future, e. g. atbtafWI 
"he will paint it" --+ I sg. OtxlJfW'(s, 2 8g. atxatw, 3 ag. adXllfWis, or of the verb "to 
prepare": oxwmlrU, IDCmDrii. anm8rii (with the preverb an-). 
Active bivalent with 





8. Nurative present 






Active elttravert trivalent Passive bivalent: 
wit h the n e u t r a I verB ion i z e r: 
xw-i-gm-ina mlgmina Itw-i-g(m).61-na mlgOlna 
Itlgmina !Jlgmina 1t1g6lna !lg6lna 
Itlgmina ItlgOlna 
lIgminad gwlgmina lIglilnad gwlgOlna 
etc. et". 
Forma without indirect object are aiIalyticBl, the fint component being a pas. 
participle fonn with the inserted -m(a)- and aufmed _: lamgiimune > lamgiimwin. 







































10. N urative conjunctive 
mig6lnin 
jig6lnin 














The 2nd aeriel of acreevea 
11. Aoriat 
Act i v e b i v.a le n t wit h 


















Active trivalent with the 





















If the form of the 3rd person diffem in its onset from the form of the 2nd person 
in the passive, their difference in thermal morpheme may be eliminated: forms with 
the generalized -in often occur iD relative (monovalent) verbs. 
The stem of ·the 3rd perion singular is used to derive the plural forms, therefore 
the I st and the 2nd persons appear to be unlike in the singular and in the plural, cp. 
I ag. titwig and I pI. titwged or 2 sg. titig and 2 pI. titged. 
• ... -111 a glide. 
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12. Aorist cOl\lunctive 
Active bivalent with 
the ne u t r a I v e r s ion: 





a1-g-a-d agwgas it-g.en 
ete. id-g.en-s 
Active bivalent reflexive: il-g.en-d 





Active trivalent with 
the intraversion: 
Re fl ex i v e1' ass i v e 
















The 3rd leriel of Icreevel 
13. Perfect 
Act i v e: iimga "11 (seem to) have built it3" (I -3)-, etc. 
am-g-a 0-3) 
Uga(2, 11-1; 11-3, ID) 
igwga(l iDc.-3, Ill) 








-Here and further penoaa of lop:aJ subject (Alable _ .... P,Iar, RolIWI m_ pIDraI) or. 
gMn In the lint place In bra.keto, and penGaa of the logJcaI object (direct or Iadlrect)are gIvm 
in the second place after 8 dash. 
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olpd(3, ID-I ine.) 
otp(3, UI-I, 2; 3-3, Ill) otpd(3, UI-I exc.; 3, ID-II) otgax(IU-3, 01) 
Forms without a pIIWub (mlga, jiga, gwiga, ,Jtoga, etc.) are used in: the -PURl 
resultative meaning. Prwerb atressea the unattested character of the aituatiOD. 
The forma of the 8!IXiIiarY verb "to be" are not suffixed to diffenotiate the 
dlrect object of the verba with the ln1'ened extrawrt pellOnaI fonnant (0",,1, .. it takes 
place in Lower Svan (Lasb.kb., Lentekh) and in Georgian (cf. Geor. praea. II«-eh 
ftl praiae bim", pf. m-I-k.ftl " (seem to) have praised bim" but lIofl-k-l + -IHII' "I~­
praiae +"-I-am" - "'he ha praiaed me" or 1Iofl-k-i +-IItu-t "I-him-praiae +-we-ce"= ''he 
a praiaed us", etc.; in Old Georgian, however,/II}uk/e in the both inltancea .. In 
81'an). . 
The pas a i l' e may be -absolute and relative. Absolute forms are analytic 
(participle + the auxiliary "to be": algil-{I)i "it seeme to have, it haI, been built"). 








Re la tl1' e b i1' a le n t: 
ot1l-ina- (1-3, DJ) 
d1l--a (1-2, 11) 
amsena (2-1) 
atgma (2-3, Ill) 




atgina (3-3, Ill) 
ansa (3-1 exc.) 
qwgena (3-1 inc.) 
a'sinad (1-2, D) 
ots!nad (I ellc.-3, Ill) 
alginad (I inc.-3, ID) 
IlIIl88nad (11-1) 
atginad (0-3, DJ) 
angioad (11-1 exe.) 
amginall (UI-I) 
a!Fnax (111-2, m 
ats!nax (1D-3, Ill) 
ansl!na(x) (111-1 exc.) 
agwgi!na(x) (m-I ine.) 
14. P1n-perfect 
Active 
All the forma (cf. perfect) may be brought topther In the following scheme: 
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LS,II. - 1.0 •.• pL: 
"gIcallUbjec:t in the 1IiD ........ 
logical direct object in the IliDguIar or' 
p1wal (~. -x): 







LSpL - Wig .• pL: 
Iogk:aJ lubject in the plum!, 
Iogica1 direct objec:t in the IinguIar or 
pluml C~. -x): 
iDgln. ~(, -x); tgwpn(, -x) -
lbln.:.t .... 
otgln.~. -x 
p ... he 
a e I at i v e b iv a I e n t: 
ot1!o&-In (I -3. 01) 
aS1!-Gl-ln (I -2. 11) 
amgenln (2-1) 





atgl!nIn (3-3. 110 
an_DIn (3-1 exc.) 
agwllenin (3-1 ine.) 
a,genind (1-2.11) 
otgenlnd (I exc.-3. In) 
a\genlnd (I inc.-3. ID) 
amginlnd(II-1) 
atgiinlnd (11-3. 01) 
8D8enlnd (11-1 exc.) 
amgenlnx (Ill-I) 
aSieDlnx (1D-2. 11) 
atgenlnx (111-3. Ill) 
angiinan(x) (Ill-I exe.) 
agwgenln(x) (Ill-I ine.) 
IS. Perfect cor\lllDCtift 
LSq. - WIg~p1. 
( .. ) (~ .... ) 
1m.-tiD. 4.~.-X 
lSaiD .... ~ 




( .. ) C~ .... ) 
1DaID .... ~ .... ; igwg ..... C. -x) 
ISaiD.~ .... 
otPa,-d,-x 









Rei a t i v e b i v a le n t: 
ot-g.en.en (1-3, In) 
a3-g.en.en (1-2, 11) 
amgenen (2-1) 
atgenen (2-3, Ill) 




atgi!ni!ns (3-3, Ill) 
angenens (3-1 exc.) 
agwgenens (3-1 ine.) 
ajgenend (1-2, 11) 
otgenend (I exc.-3, Ill) 
algenend (I in'c.-3, Ill) 
amgenend (11-1) 
atgenend (11-3, Ill) 
angenend (11-1 exc.) 
amgenenx (111-1) 
a5genenx (111-2, 11) 
atgenenx (111-3, Ill) 
angenen(x) (111-1 exe.) 
agwgenen(x) (111-1 inc.) 
For the ending ofIJC in the plu..perfect and the perfect conjunctive forms, cf. 2.3.2. 
4.3.2.2.2. The second conjugational group 
The stem vocalism i is "restored" in the active and e in the passive "disappears" 
by reduction (2.1.3). Since the passive is marked, its forms always have some formants, 
here - the suffix o(!fI signalling the passive meaning, while the radical e (similarly to i) 
may be reduced to zero. No thematic suffIXes (except the "passive" ending -i) are 
used. 
A specifIC phenomenon is the automatical· use of the versionizen -1-, o()- in this 
group, in the same medial verbs in which -e- is used. In this instance -1- and o()- point 
out some closer relation: "of one's own", cf. mil!a amaxw x-e-pceni ''his enemy returns 
to him" but mil!a gezal xoQ-pceni "his son returns to him". This fact probably points 
out the medial character of the "passive" here. 
--rile u'"' is determined by the penoDal fonnant. of the coaesponding orientation and do •• 
not cbaDp venioD8l orientation: xw-/· la impolliblel 
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The lit lerle. of lIcreevel 
1.1'Iaent 
Active: 
(JwiJce ". return it"; fixe "thou 
retumst it", 'lJle retuma it"; 
mapte "thou retumat myself", ''be 
retuma myself"; XWIIpte ". retum 
it (to) bim";xope ". retum it 
for him"; mlpte ''be retuma me 
to himself"; ''be retuma it for 
me") 
Bivalent with the neutral 
v e r I ion: 
etc. 
Bivalent reflexive with 








Trivalent with the 






Triv,lent wit~ the 




fIwanI "I return"; 
xwepteni "lreturn to him"; 
. feXni "thou retumat"; 
feXni "be retuma", "it is retumed" 
xepteni ''thou retumIt to him"; 
''be retuma to him"; 
"it is returned to him" 
mepeeni "be returns to me"; 







B i vale n twit h t h,e 


























!j a pea 
la-pt-a-d gupt8 
etc. 
Bivalent reflexive with the 









Trivalent with the 
intraversion and the 
ve r s ion i z e r s +, -i-: 
miIXa, mij:Xa 








Bivalent with the 
versionizer -e- or with 
the automati~al 
v er s ion i z e r 8 -0-, -1-: 
xw-e/o-IX-en-dli-s m-e/i-pt-en-da 
xetxendis../lotxendlia !jetxencia, SiIXenda 
xetxenda, xotxenda 
letxendad,lotxendad gwetxenda, gwitxenda 
Trivalent with the 













For endiDp in Lower Bal, see above 4.3.2.2.1.2. Thui in Etser act. fWiJc, fix, flxa, 
etc., and -w in med. fWe%rriw, le1Cniw, etc. 
3. PnueatcmQUDCtive 
Active 















Trivaleat with the 
iatraversioa: 
etc. 



































4. Imperfective future 
Ac tive 
Bivalent with the neutral 








B i v a I e n tan d t r i v a I e n t: 
Medium 






B i v a I e n t: 
xwiptuni, etc. xw-e/o-tx-an-wni, etc. 
xwiptuni, xotxuni, etc. 
The contaminational (from the passive) -n- in {Wixnuni, .tixnuni (though laprunid, 
etc.) is peculiar to Upper Bal. It is interesting that the. expected {Wixuni, tixuni are 
reflected only in Lentekh and Lashlch while in Lower Bal forms without versionizers 
are not in use. Similarly to the Upper-Bal medium, the imperfective future in Lower 
Bal is formed by means of the versionizer .;- (cf. Geor. fut. med. i-a:ovrebs ''he will 
live", i-lfl[}ara~bs ''he will speak"), i. e. xw-i-.tx-ilni, the intravert meaning being 
neutralized. 
In the medium the ti vocalism of the suffIX -1!n is due to -w- of the next syllable 
(the non-palatal umlaut, see 2.1.2.2). 
5. Perfective future 
Active 
Bivalent with the neutral 
























Trivalent with the 
















B ivalen t: 
lixw-tex.m, loxtexni Iimtexni 
li-x-tex.m, loxtexni Ii~texni 
li-x-tex.m, loxtexni 
Ii-l-tex.m, loltexnid Jigwtexni 
etc. 
Here we see an ordinuy mysterious example of the intricacy of Sun - the 
connection of preverbs with the versionaJ meaning: in the active forms without a 
versionizer have the preverb 1IIl-, forms with oQ- have the preverb 111- and forms with 
-t-, ~- - the preverb /111-. 




xWitxnunol, xotxnunol, etc. 
6. imperfective conditional 
Medium 
xwitxinwn.ol, etc. 
xwetxinwnol, xotxlnwnol, etc. 
Forms are derived from those of the imperfe.ctive ,future by means of the suffIX 
.01 instead of -i. 
Active 








Forms differ from those of the perfective future only in the endings -43, oQ instead 




Ja-m..p.x-win -x wi-, -xi. etc. 
Trivalent: 
8. Nauative present 
Medium 
M 0 n 0 v a le n t: 
la-m-llx-win -xwi, -xi, etc. 
B i v a le n t: 
xw-a-!x-in.a, xatxina, xitxina, etc. ··xW-a-lx-in-wn .. a, xitxanwna, x.a!xinwna, 
etc. 
The vocalism -d- of the versionizer is due to the palatal umlaut, the same vocalism 
of the stem and of the suffix in the passive is .due to the non-palatal umlaut (2.1.2.2). 
9. Narrative imperfect 
Active 
Bivalent: 
lampxwin -xwisw, -xasw, etc. 
T r i v a I e n t: 
xwa~xin-in, xi\xinlln, xitxinin, etc. 
Medium 
M <i n 0 v a I e n t: 




10. Narrative conjunctive 
Active 
B i v a I e n t: 
lamtixwin -xwesw, etc. 
T ri v a I e n t: 
xwiitxinen, X§txinell, xiitxinen, etc. 
Medium 
M 0 n 0 v a I e n t: 
lall1\iixwin -x wesw, etc. 
B i v a I e n t: 
xwiiJxanwnen, xli!xilnwnen, 
xlI!xlinwnen, etc. 
The 2nd series of screeves 
11. Aorist 
Active 
Bivalent with the neutral 
version: 
am-lix 
.... - being glide. 
Medium 













































For the use of preverbs. see the perfective future above. The length in fij... Iii-
compensates for the structural impossibility of the reduction in the next syUable (cf. 
G a m k rei id z e-M a c h a v ar i ani. 1965.1982). 
12. Aorilt collinnctive 
Active 







am-t;)x .. -s 
aStaxas 
B i v a le n t re Cl e x'i v e: 
ox-lax .. amt"xas. laml"xas 
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Medium 












Trivaten t with the 

























Ioxwtex instead of the expected -Iixwtex is probably due to the influence of aor. 
IDxwepc. 
In Lower Ba) the active forms with the extravert penonal formants areo!ax-e, atax-e. 
a!ax-e-s, a/taxed (11 olfaxed), etc. Such forms may be met in Upper BaI as well. 
The 3rd series of screeves 




lIn-px. 11 mi-PX.., -d, -x 
i!-px.n ~i-PX4,-d 
ot-px.Ux-o-px., -d;olpxadlllopxad 
inpxa 11 nitixa; IgWjixa11 gwitixa, -d (, -x) 
i~pxa 11 Sitixa, -d,-x 
ottixallxopxa, -d,-x 
Forms with a preverb usually have the meaning of narrativity while those without 
a preverh may be narrative perfect as well,as purely perfect. 
Ab sol u t e m 0 n 0 v a I e n t: 
IIntex" -xwi 
Medium 
Rei a t i v e b i v a I e n t: 
oxtexa (1-3, Ill) 
a3texa (1-2, II) 








imJixln IImipxan,~, -x 
1I~\iXin 11 3iJixm, ~ 
amtexll (2-1) 
axtexa (2-3, 01) 




axtexa (3-3, Ill) 
antexa (3-1 exe.) 
agwtexa (3-1 iDe.) 
a3texad (1-2,11) 
axtexad (I exe.-3, Ill) 
altexad (I iDe.-3, 110 
amtexad (0-1) 
axtexad (11-3, ID) 
antexad (U-I exe.) 
amtexax (111-1) 
a3texax (111-2,11) 
axtexax (1D-3, Ill) 
antexa(x) (111-1 exe.) 
BP1exa(x) (111-1 iDe.) 
14. Plu-perfect 
Active 
inpxln 11 nipxln, igwtidn 11 gwi\iXan, 
~ (, -x) 
i~!idDII!iJixin, ~, -x 





oxtexan (I -3, 110 
a3texan (I -2, 11) 
amtexan (2-1) 
axtexan (2-3, Ill) 




axtexln (3-3, Ill) 
antexin (3-1 exe.) 





imfixinll mitIxen, -s, -d,-x 
i3fixSnlllifixen, -s, -d 
a3texand (1-2, 11) 
axtexind (I exc.-3, Ill) 
altexand (I ine.-3, UI) 
amtexand (11-1) 
axtednd (11-3,111) 




antexan(x) (111-1 exe.) 
agwtexan(x) (111-1 ine.) 
15. Perfect colliunetive 
Active 
LSp1. -LOSg.,p1. 
intIxen 11 nifixen, igwtIxen 11 gwitIxen, 
-s (, -d, -x) 
otfixensll xofixSns, otpxendll xofixend; 
olfixl!nd 11 lolixend 
i~fixen 113itIxen, -d,-x 









oxtexen (1-3, Ill) 
a3texen (1-2,11) 
amtexen (2-1) 
axtexen (2-3, Ill) 




axtexens (3-3, Ill) 
antexens (3-1 exe.) 
agwtexens (3-1 ine.) 
a3texend (1-2, 11) 
axtexend (I exe.-3, Ill) 
altexend (I ine.-3, Ill) 
amtexend (11-1) 
axtexend (11-3, Ill) 
antexend (11-1 ex c.) 
amtexenx (Ill-I) 
a.'Uexenx (111-2, 11) 
axtexenx (111-3, Ill) 
antexen(x) (111-1 exe.) 
agwtexen(x) (111-1 ine.) 
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4.3.2.2.3. The third conjupdonal group 
Since it consists. of static verbs, those which do not express (oriented) action, 
reflexivization is impoasible in them and orientation is merely personal. The 
versionizera -t-, o()- are used automatically depending on the corresponding personal 
fonnants. Therefore the reflexive combinations xw-j-, JC-i, are impoasible. 
The pmonal formanu in bivalent verbs ihow the indirect object often coinciding 
with the logical su1!ject" which therefore is expressed by the dative csse. Sometimes, 
however, alternative interpretations are poasible, whether the grammatical indirect 
object is the same as logical subject or as logical object, e. g. JC-o-r-i "for him it is'" 
or: "h~ has", JCo()-.6:ur "to him it is a shame" or: ''he is ashamed". The prepositional 
translation is etymologically literal, the other presupposes the inversion of the subject 
and the object as it takes. place in the 3rd series by the transitive verbs. 
The 1st series of screeves 
I. Present 
Mo n 0 v a I e n t: 
xu-g 11. stand "="1 am standing" xu-g-d "we staod(=are standing) without 
you(thee)" 
I-a-g-d "we stand together with you 
(thee)" 
x-a-g· "thou standest" 
I-a-g "he stands" 
x-a-g-d ''you stand" 
















"on me smb., smth. is standing" 
"on me you are standing" 
"on me they are standing" 
"on him, them I am standing" 
"on us without you(thee) he is, they are standing" 
"Oil us and you(thee) he, they are standing" 
"on thee I am, he(it) is, they are standing" 
"on thee we(without you) are standing" 
"on thee, on you they are standing" 
"on us without you(thee) thou art, he is standing" 
"on us without you(thee) they are standing" 
"on us without you(thee) you are standing" 
"on us and you(thee) he(it) is standing" 
"on us and you(thee) they are standing" 
·-a- bel!18 glide: ""'g. ··These Corms are derived from Corms with the genen1lzed (ss If 1IId1cll) .,.-: G +. ~'; cC. aI .. 0 





"OR him, thou art, he(it) is, they are standing" 
"on them thou art standing" 
"on him, them you are standing" 
"on him, them he(it) is, they are standing" 
Similarl y: 
mig "by me smb., smlh. is standing", nU'gd, migx; 
3ig, 3igd,!igx; 
nig;gwig; 
xOg ''by him ( am, thou art, he(it) is, they are standing", xiigd, xcgx. 
The Georgian-Uke use of the auxiliary verb "to be" to specify grammatical subject 
(e. g. JOg-m "on thee ( am standing") is alien to Upper Svan (cf. 4.3.2.2.1.13). 
xugdis" xU1!-in~i.. and L. B. 
xegdis 1/ xagin(dis) 
lagdall lagin(da) 
etc. 
migda 1/ migin(da), etc. 
xwigdis" xWigindis, etc. 
migda" migin(da), etc. 
xcgdis " xiigindis, etc. 
2. Imperfect 
Mo n 0 v a I e n t: 
xuginl/ xugn 
xagin(d) 1/ xegD 
laginillap 
etc. 
B i v a le n t: 
In many static verbs the imperfect is formed. by the single -an, e. g. mal!an "(loved 
him" (or with a preposition: "to me he was dear"), jal{an, xal{an, etc. The 
contamination of these forms with the regular in -da{ as malD/da) results in hybrid 
derivatives in -anda: maltanda, Jollanda, xal{anda, etc. 




magdeds 11 migindeds, etc. 
xwigdedll xwiigindSd, etc. 
migdeds 11 m1giindSds, etc. 
xiigdSd 11 xOgiinded, etc. 
3. Preaent conjunctive 
Mo n 0 v a I e n t: 
and L. B. xugdell xuglnde 
xagde 11 xegAnde 




4. Future (bnperfective only!) 










B i v a I e n t: 
5. No perfective future is pollllible 
6. Conditional UmPerfective only!) 




7. No perfective conditionalls pollllible 
le-m-g-a(-el)- -xwi, -xi, (-li,), etc. 
'.N~dvebDperfe~ 
lemgen(el)- -xwisw, etc. 
10. N~tive co.qwu:tlve 
lamgen(el)- -xwesw, etc. 
No 2nd series of Icreevel la pOlllble 
11. See bDperf.~ 
It is the imperfect with preverbs that is used to express the perfective aspect: 
xalfan "he loved" _ ill-xiII/en "he fell in love". 
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12. See present conjunctive 
The 3rd aeriea of acreeves 
Verbs of the third conjugational group are intransitive, therefore the inversion of the 
subject and object in the 3rd series seems to be an inconceivable innovation of Svan (cf. 
Geor. Nlga(IIar) "I am standing" - v-mdgar(IIar) "I have been standing" but Svan 




x-o-gna, -d; lognad 
mign-in, -d, -x 
3ignln, -d 
xogaln, -d; lognind 





nigna, gwigna, -dt ·x) 
ligna, -d,'x 
xogna, -d, -x 
14. P1u .... erfect 
nignin, gwignin, ·d(, -x) 
3i.gn1n, -d, -x 
xognin, -d, -x 
15. Perfect conjunctive 
nignen, gwignen, aoS, -d.,-x 
3ignen, -d, ·x 
xognen, -d, x 
4.3.2.4. For the fonus of the irregular verbs (with stem suppletion) liTe, liqde, 
Iiqed, liled, lirde, lizi,liger,/ifii1i, 11Icwi8g,Iigle,IijUgi see our ''Svan&glish Dictionary". 
4.4. Verbals in Svan aie masdar and participles, as in all Kartvelian langualP's~ 
4.4.1. Unlike Georgian, the Svan masdar, as a rule, is not labile in respect to 
transitivity-intransitivity, and is always marked y,ith the prefix li···. Masdan of 
the 1 conjugational group words may end in ·i often signalling transitivity. 
Transitive masdan of the &roup 11· end in of! with the zero degree of the preceding 
stem vocalism i, meanwhile intransitive masdan have a zero ending and the full degree 
of the preceding stem vocalism e. Several static verbs (sentiendi) have a specific 
masdar Corm coinciding (sometimes with the exception of umlaut in a verbal stem) 
with the 1st singular form, e. g. mosisg ''batred, hating" = m-a-lisg "I hate .. •••. 
·E_ tbe description of such perfects by means of preverbs Is diffICult, e. g. mignD "for me 
is tbe standing" (?). 
··KartvellaD-Semitic lsogloss - cf. ilIe junction of tbe Semitic preposition 11· witb tbe Hebrew 
masdar. /' 
"·Umlaut Is Impoalble in this stem, tbough cf. mlllizt '10ve, loving" and mIIlBt < mDlD/i(?) ''] 
love". Nevertbel ... the origin ·of such masdars from tbe fossilized I sg. Corm (I hDte - 1 do not 
like h18 'I hQle7 is not ru1ed out. 
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There is no infinitive in Kartvelian. The nearest approximation to it is mudai In 
the transitive case in O. Georgian. In Svan it corresponds to the Ill- dewrbals in the 
same case (Ii-gem, masdar, -- IQ.giim-d "for building", "to build"). 
4.4.2. Strictly speaking, there are no participles in Kartwlian, only various verbal 
nouns. It can be seen already from the absence of syntactical participle constructions. 
Traditionally participles are defined according to voice on the one hand and to 
tense on the other, because participles derived from present stems are deprived of 
the tense meaning, cf. Svan mll-mar-e "preparing (now)" and "who has prepared". 
Past participles, on the contrary, may be deprived of the voice meaning, cf. STan 
naldabw "done" and "who has done (worked)". When derived from the intransitive 
verbs. (sometimes even from the passive form), they have an active meaning (Svan 
meqde "come"), and a passive meaning when derived from the transitive verbs (Svan 
lage, "built", cf. the same in English). Nevertheless, the voice oppositions may be 
neutralized if the same stem occurs in the active as well as in the medium/passive 
(Svan. lidgiiri "dying", ''killing'' - l~giU "died", "killed" = inertive "dead"). Future 
participles always have a passive meaning, as the Latin gerundivwn, e. g. lI!gem 
"aedificanda (domus)". 
At the same time, in respect to their derivation, participles are formed with 
homonymous prefIXes of the opposite meaning (cf. ma-) or with prefixes common 
to other verbal derivatives and according to the same models as the verbal nouns. 
Thus V. Top u r i a (1961) ascribes to participles even such words as "bed" and 
"church" (places to lie and pray) or negative "participles" as u-IJC.eI-1l wmvisible". 
Therefore we see no need to classify here unclassifiable "active (prefIXes ma-, me-, 
mo-, mo-"'), "future"lle-, 1Il-), "past" (ma-, me-e, fIIl-, 111-) "participles" - for all that 
we refer the reader to the section ''Derivation'' (5). 
4.5. Since numerals are interesting from the point of reconstruction and since they 
belong more to lexics than to grammar, it is not necessary to enumerate them here 
(see our Dictionary). Their use is examined in Syntax (3.19) and certain aspects of 
their reconstruction - in Lexics (6.1). 
Two systems of notation are in use: .duodecimal (''Kartvelian'') and decimal. The 
latter is common in Upper Svania and seems to be archaic. Duodecimal is typical of 
LowerSvan. 
Tens are compound words, ones are joined by the conjunction i "and": 
atis i exar"Uir 1 .wiItxw-eld4-wOitxw zaw-!i 
1000 and 9-100 and 4-Hknd4 year-on 
"in the year 1944 ". 
For the ordinals SIIe ''Derivation'' (5). 
All numerals are declinable. 
4.6. Non-inflectional words are preverbs, nominal postpositiODS, other particles and 
adverbs (thoul!h cf. 3.16). 
4.6.1. Verbs and verbaIs may be used with preverbs which signal or express the 
perfective aspect. The Svan preverbs are: .n. Mot m of the participle pret1x la • common KartveIiaD-Afm-Aslatic (SemItic) iIIIIpou. 
ad-lIs- with indeterminate meaning; 
an-II_- with indeterminate meaning or the meaning of intravert direction; 
ell- with the meaning of extravert direction or indeterminate; 
la- with indeterminate meaning. 
4.6.1. The term "secondary preverbs" is sometimes used for preverbal compounds 
(4.63). This term is more suitable for verbal prepositions because the latter, although 
functioning as preverbs, are oflater (adverbisl) origin. They are: 
1118 arch. iBga meaning inward direction; 
Ii meaning upward direction; 
ka meaning outward direction; 
6Jtew(V) meaning down ward direction. 
Their vocalism is preserved only before a consonant (2.1.4). 
The same particles are used as nominal postpositions thus showing their common 
(adverbisl) nature. Such parallelism has not been preserved in Georgian and seems 
to be an archaism of Svan. 
4.6.3. The nominal postpositions are: 
.... "in" (iness.), "among" 
·11 "OD", "over", "above", "about" 
-lEa "out", ''through'' 
... V-o-ka "besides", "except" 
~u "under" 
The compounds are (cf. 5): 
-tejiqa, -teap "into" 
-teka "up to" (excluding) 
-magka "about" (adess.) 
-llinka "out of" 
~lka "in" (temporal) 
ad "up to" (excluding) 
(-cl "for", see 3.13) 
(-cl "till", see 3.12.5.1) 
-sw "till" (mostly in adverbs) 
-'e "in It, Uto" (iliat.) 
·mag "at" (adess., a1lat.) 
-nel "from" (implicating "till") 
( ... V-o)-lO "after" 
-111 ''like'', "as if" 
~uin "with", "by" 
-xiD "from" 
For the use of nominal postpositions see 3.13. While the dative ending -s does not 
appear before them, the GEN. oil is fully represented. -'10 is often preceded by a non-
organic stem-ending -n which, while inserted before -lea, changes the meaning of the 
latter. 
4.6.4. The other particles are negative and interrogative, -wa;, -le, .; with a special 
meaning, the quotative eser, esnQr, -rll)], and some others belonging mostly to 
lexics. 
4.6.4.1. The negative particles in indicative are de, dem, dima, dellB, mama, no, and 
del, dol, no of physical inability. 
For polite negation (advice) in the imperative nomia is used. 
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The particles of categorical negation in the imperative are nom, noma, nOllll, nwna. 
The particles of modal negation are mid, mod(e). 
For the use of the negative particles, cf. 3.8.2. . 
4.6.4.2. The interrogative particles are -a, -ma, -mo, -ellll·. Their use is examined 
ni 3.8.1. 
4.6.4.3. Other particles to be mentioned here are: 
eser marking quoted speech (3.6); 









to the communicant; 
meaning "the ~ame", "just"; 
·used anaphorically with the pronoun in the relative clausej 
meaning "too", "and"; 
meaning nonly~'; 
marking quoted speech (3.6); 
changing the meaning of the indicative form (which remains intact) 
into the conjunctive (3.9;3.8.2.2); 
marking quotecl speech (3.6). 
The example of a compound particle is 
-wile meaning "some" (-wo; + -le). 
4.6.5. Adverbs are primary and secondary. The most popular model of the latter is 
the adjective in the transformative case as in Georgian, e. g. Svan mo:ce "new" -
moxe-d "newly". Some adverbs seem to be compounds of the nominal 
postpositions with various particles. These are of the same four roots as the secondary 
preverbs: 
sgilura "inwards" 
kilnaw, kim "outside" 
60, fib "upwards" 
I!ubaw ,I!ukwin "downwards" 
The complicated primary adverbs'" i)sgii, */cQ, *Zl, *fu are apparent here··. 
Adverbs in their turn may include post positions: klm-te "outwards", tlm-xio 
"from outside" (cp. 3.16). 
"Negative particles of the bare stem mD. mo also are attested, though in Lashkh. If mOde. dema 
have been dissimilated from *m01le. *1IemQ (and disa 0: *1Iisii according to dima), it would be 
able to reconstruct in Kartvelian the negative particles -ni, -no, the interrogative *1, the negative--
inteIIogalive-indefmite . ..",11 (cf. also Dron. mD-i ''what''), common to Indo-European and (·3. 
-ma) Semitic. . 
""This elucldetes the fr .. position of the secondery preverbs in. sentence (3.10.1) as a reflection 
of the use of those primary adverbs from which the secondary preverbs h.ve origin.ted. The chllD8" 
of the adverbs into preverbs on th.t historical level w .... result of the increasing role of the primary 
preverbs (c~. ado. a1l-. es-. la-) in expressing the perreclive aspect. The four adverbs began to 
substitute for the four primary preverbs in the imperfective screeves (present. imperfect. present 
conjunctive, future, ·conditional) where the use of the primary preverbs became impoSSl"'bIe. 
Typologic.Uy the same is in B.ltic. cf. Latvian vi!lns aiz-MIID (. proverb with the perfective aspect) 
110 A1IJa "devil ran away from Ansi." vrs. vilns big (tbe imperfective aspect without • preverb) 
no Anfa projim (adverb) ndevil runs from Ansis". aY. projim = pv. Qi:-. 
